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Abstract: In the middle of 80-90s, identify the power system problems, distribution and fault were a laborious task in 

many fields. Power transformer is a crucial and costly asset in distribution of electricity. Due to high demand of 

electricity, power systems are generally breakdown as using of different types of power capacity transformer. 

Although there are many concerns and summons in power transmission like design, optimize, distribution, flow, 

power capacity and fault, which need to be solved for precisely explained calculated data obtained from different AI 

techniques and for constructing hard core solution of a transformer’s condition. But recently added various 

techniques of Artificial Intelligence, solved many hurdles of power transmission that minimize the fault, transformer 

condition, health and reduced most of the efforts in power system analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For power distribution in multiple areas, the most primary equipment devices like power transformers, are played an 

important role. As power transformer distributes power at many voltage levels and in many areas, it causes the failure 

or fault of this many times [1][2][3]. The power failure causes impact at economic and productive activities as 

transformers are very costly element [3][4]. Therefore, it is necessary to identify a fault and failure incident before it 

impacts on productivity cost, high maintenance and timely service.[2][4][6] 

From many years, power transformer is monitoring by many researchers, industry persons, engineers and electrical 

expert to identify the fault and failure causes of power transformer [3][7]. Many devices are also invented to 

overcome of this problem like Buchholz relays or differential relays but these devices always work after power 

failure or detect any faults and very useful to fight with power failure and fault.[3][1][2]. So, after overcome of this 

problem, many of researchers and experts have been investigated power failure and faulty problem using different 

analysis techniques such as: frequency response analysis [7], the vibration analysis [8], dissolved gas analysis (DGA) 

[9], etc. 

After reading and research lots of work, this paper presented a most used analysis method to identify the power 

transformer fault and failure is dissolved gas analysis (DGA) [2][3][10][11].  Dissolved gas analysis (DGA) is a very 

methodical technique among above all analysis techniques, as it alerts about the causes and provides statistics and 
facts of the power transformer [1][3][12]. 
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To identify the causes of faults and failure, Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is a finest method to test the transformer 

insulation oil, to identify the formulation of the gases that presented in the oil due to failure of material presented in 

the transformer [3][4][5]. This method, identify the facts and presented the causes like:  Percentage of various 

dissolved gas concentrations, their initiation rates and all explosive gases that are used causes of the fault alerts 

[2][14]. The different possible solutions stages were investigated to identify the possible fault causes: e.g., the 

conventional key gas method used in [16], ratio method presented in [13] and [14], and graphical representation 

method introduced in [15]. 

Now widely use of artificial intelligence techniques based on DGA methods have been used in many field of power 

distribution and identify the fault and failure of power transformer such as artificial neural networks(ANN) [17], 

support vector machine(SVM) [18], fuzzy logic (FL) [19], adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) 

[20],random forest (RF) [21], Bayesian network [22], gene expression programming(GEP) [23], time series analysis 

[24], expert system [24], association rule [26], set pair analysis [27], evidential reasoning [28], etc. The results of 

these analysis methods play a valuable role in the area of fault and failure of power transformer, these methods 

presented many models to create a bridge between machines and machines good conditions [28]. In this paper DGA 

method will be described here: 

 
II. DISSOLVED GAS ANALYSIS  

The different types of gases produced by the oil presented in the working transformer, is the earliest sign of the fault 

and failures. Spinning, electric current, light sparkling, insulator overheat, power high-demand, Low cost colling 

system etc. are the likely reason to producing the gases. [30][31]  

Different type of gases has different impact on power transformer failure and fault. It is totally depended on gas 

nature, volume and temperature like: hydrogen (HR 2R), methane (CHR 4R), ethylene (CR 2RHR 4R), ethane (CR 

2RHR 6R), acetylene (CR 2RHR 2R), carbon monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (COR 2R).[2][30][31][32] 

 

Percentage of the gas presented in oil can be a big reason to take a decision by some expert system by taking some 

sample of it. SI techniques is used to solved how many percentages is presented of various gas dissolved in oil of 

transformers. The different AI techniques used by many expert and researches for DGA Expert Systems, Fuzzy 

Inference Systems (FIS), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA)and even Novel Cerebellar 

Model Articulation Controller based method. These methods are used for both mode online and offline.[3][30][31] 

 
III. DGA FAULT MECHANISM  

DGA identified Power Transformer Fault and failure are included (few of them) into the IEEE Standard C57.104-
1991[30] are: [2][3][30][33][35] 

 

3.1 Key Gas Method 
The founded gases in the oil due to high temperature or power energy can erupt the chemical bond. This method is used to 

calculated the amount of the gases presented in the oil, the amount of the gases calculating process is called “Key Gas”. Gases that 

are utilized in this are combination of CO, CO2, H2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6.  

3.2 Dorrnenburg Ratio Method  

This method used only four gases ratio based on the coding done for special types of faults. A fault can identify, if the gas ratio 

percentage match with the already available code value. These four gases are: H2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6. 

3.3 Roger’s Ratio Method 

This method also used the combination ratios of these gases H2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6. It checked the range of the gas’s ratios. 

The range ratio value of the gases has different types ranges like <.01, >1, >3,<0.5 etc.  

3.4 Nomograph Method 

This method is used to present a graph of fault gas data using vertical lines for ratio of gases and horizontal line for gases. The 

connected line presented the formulation of gases. The fault can be identified by slopes and point presented on the graph. 

3.5 Duval Triangle Method 

This is the most popular method to identified the power transformer fault. This method only used three gases CH4, C2H2 and C2H4.  

The total of the gases volume and percentage of the gases is pointed on a triangle. This fault is divided on seven zones: Partial 

Discharge, Thermal Faut<3000C, Thermal Fault range between 3000C-7000C, Thermal Fault>7000C, Sparking, Arcing, Thermal and 

Electrical Faults. 

3.6 Iec Basic Ratio Method 

This is a revised and updated method of rogers ratio range and different evaluation method. In this method we used only 3 Gas ratio 

H2, C2H2 and C2H4. These are the 6 methods used to identify the fault in power transformer. [2][3][30][33][35] 

 

IV. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CONCEPTS USED IN POWER TRANSFORMER 
The different AI techniques used by many experts and researches for DGA Expert Systems, Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS), Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Support Vector Machine.[3][30][31] 

 

4.1 Expert System 

This is one of a decision support system that has been used for fault identification and maintain the health of transformer.3][6][31]. The 

expert system is very complicated because it cannot collect the data itself and calculate automatically, it works on knowledge and precision 
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basis. C. F. Lin et al. has created an expert system to identify the faults of power using DGA and suggested many ways to solved it. They 

have taken many data samples from transformer from Taiwan Power Company. They discussed 3 test cases in which first 2 samples give the 

actual fault type reason and solutions. Third Case was on an old transformer, which was triggered by arc tracing fault after [10][13][31][35] 

 

4.2 Fuzzy Logic  

The fuzzy logic investigates any case using three parts: fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzification. The fuzzy relations analysis a 

faulty tree of power transformer and gives a best solution of a problem. Yann-Chang Huang et al. investigated an Evolutionary Fuzzy Logic 

to designed a diagnostic system using the DGA methods like Rogers Ratio, Doernenburgs’ & IEC taking all the seven gases ratio. N.A 

Muhamad et al. construct a comparative study & analysis system using fuzzy logic for all DGA methods. There were lots of Power fault 

samples used and developed an automated coded evaluation method using MATLAB. [2][3][19][31][32][33][35] 

 

4.3 Neural network  

The neural network designed a complex fault detection pattern without using any process of that. They used trials data or the fault patterns 

for identify the solutions and patterns by system. A neural network comprises of many simple connected neurons 

together.[2][17][30][33][35]. M. A. Izzularab et al. designed an on-line method to identify the faults using fuzzy. They tested all of six gases 

for the cellulose degradation. They have created three cases to enhance the proposed system. The algorithm was tested on huge amount of 

data samples of Egyptian Electricity Network. All three cases were testes briefly and was used to find the transformer conditions. Many 

methods were tested on that and the designed system result was pretty good and capable to find a fault. [33][25]. Adriana Rosa et al testes a 

knowledge Expert System in NN for fault and failure diagnosis of a power transformer using fuzzy inference system. The case study 

recorded and used lots of data using set of rules. The three types of faults identify in this system are: thermal faults, discharges and partial 

discharges. The KES tested on DGA to identify the fault and the result of analysis was good and find the best knowledge discovery 

system.[2][3] [8][19][33][36] 

 

4.4 Genetic Algorithm Approach 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) and ANN both has been scrutiny with Genetic Algorithm Tunes Wavelet Networks for DGA analysis and 

collected many faults detection in oil powered transformers. Yann-Chang Huang used huge amount of gas records data from Taipower 

Company from 172, 68 kV transformers using GAS methods. The GAWN’s methods diagnosed with using four cases, and differentiate with 

ANN and conventional methods. The GAWN’s method gives accurate and required result in short time. Chen et al.. collected samples fault 

data and used in wavelet network for power transformers failures using DGA. This sample data were processed by fuzzy logic techniques 

and it has many advantage over old methods for fault detection. This method is cost effective and higher accuracy with fault 

detection.[1][2][3][33][34] 

 

4.5 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Approach 

The purpose of SVM is to find an optimal separating hyper plane by maximizing the margin between the separating hyper-plane and the data. 

In SVM methods all the six polynomial and Gaussian parameters σ and C are optimized by the cross-validation method. The adjusted 

parameters with maximize classification accuracy are selected as the most appropriate parameters to tarin the SVM model. [2][33][37] 

 

V. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS  

To identify a Fault and failure of an oil filled power transformer using DGA with artificial intelligence methods on computer- based software 

is the better solution for the problem.  As DGA uses four methods to forecast the faults in transformer and at the same time it provides the 

solution for the problem with in no time. It also reduces the time to calculate and analyse the faults by using DGA system. It also helps to 

decrease the man-made-error on the fault on DGA system.  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  
After study of the DGA techniques using several AI methods on power transformer to identify the fault and failure detection, it has been 

proved that these methods can be used to calculate the problem of the power transformer. All the AI techniques and combination of these, 

provide the effective solutions to identify the fault and failure points. The DGA and AI technology can be a good mixture of solutions to find 

out the fault and gives an accurate results or possible ways to remove faults. There are 3 types of faults with partial discharge, thermal faults 

and discharge fault are the main fault and failure of a power system. It has many methods to dealt with the problems because we cannot 

depend on a single solution in man-made real equipment. Many case studies presented the reliable and accurate results and has presented its 

efficiency for fault diagnosis in power transformer. 
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